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Managing the risks of making the wrong diagnosis:
First, do no harm
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A B S T R A C T

The appropriate use of diagnostics is important as misdiagnosis may have serious consequences.
Confidence in a diagnostic test result depends on the test’s accuracy (sensitivity and specificity) in the
context of the use-case (who is tested and why) and the prevalence of the condition investigated. Here,
we offer an approach to diagnostics focused on the risks and effects of making the wrong diagnosis. We
propose ‘fitness brackets’ for a given test to define the range within which the test is fit-for-purpose,
based on the use-case and risk-management principles. We use as exemplars tests for dengue pre-
vaccination screening and tests for diagnosing Covid-19 in different settings.
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of International Society for Infectious Diseases.
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Diagnostics are essential public health tools, yet their use, role
and complexities are largely misunderstood. Researchers devel-
oping a diagnostic test, or end-users choosing among available
tests, make choices based on test performance to maximize
success in identifying positives and negatives. However, equally
important is consideration of the risks and consequences of
misdiagnosing someone as having or not having a condition
through adopting basic risk-assessment and risk-management
reasoning.

Here is why.
First, the essentials of diagnostic tests: performance, deploy-

ability and use-case. Performance depends on accuracy: sensitivi-
ty—the capacity to identify cases—and specificity—the capacity to
exclude non-cases—often at odds with each other, requiring trade-
offs depending on the use-case. Deployability depends on
performance plus ease of use—from complex, accurate but
expensive, low-throughput tests requiring well-equipped labora-
tories to simpler tests that perform less well but can be done
peripherally, with high throughput and short turnaround times.
Use-case refers to what questions the test should answer:
diagnosing individuals for case management (e.g., identifying
whom to treat and monitoring response) or measuring the
prevalence of a disease in the population and tracking changes
over time (e.g., when deploying an intervention).

While sensitivity and specificity are fixed for any test, the
probability that a positive or negative test result is valid varies with

the frequency (‘incidence’ or ‘prevalence’) disease occurs in the
population tested. Predictive value is expressed numerically as
proportions called ‘positive predictive value’ (PPV) and ‘negative
predictive value’ (NPV). The PPV is lower when a disease is rare and
higher when frequent; the opposite is true for the NPV. PPV is
linked to a test’s specificity, while NPV relates to sensitivity, so
there are trade-offs between them.

Since confidence in a test result being valid depends on the
combination of test accuracy and disease frequency among the
individuals tested at that point in time, a practical lens to consider
these issues through is the risk of ‘getting it wrong’. What is the
probability of the test giving a false-positive (because it is not
specific enough) or a false-negative result (not sensitive enough)?
These are expressed numerically respectively as 1-PPV (‘false
detection rate’ [FDR]) and 1-NPV (‘false omission rate’ [FOR]).
Transforming the measurement of success into the measurement
of failure is not just a mathematical trick; it means looking at the
problem from a different angle and focusing on the risks and
consequences of an incorrect diagnosis to help choose which test
for which purpose.

For each test with a given accuracy, we can define ‘fitness
brackets’ across the range of disease frequency, within which a test
is deemed ‘fit-for-purpose’. How these brackets are defined
depends on the use-case, the consequences (impact) of false
results, and the user risk tolerance for what happens outside the
brackets—risks created by false-positives or false-negatives.

To illustrate this concept, consider a test with 90% sensitivity
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rackets range is 33%50%, i.e., this test is fit-for-purpose with no
ore than 10% false-positives or false-negatives when the disease
revalence in the population studied is 33%–50%. Below 33%, false-
ositives increase beyond 10% and increase along the FDR curve as
revalence decreases (e.g., false-positives accounting for 33% of
ositive results at 10% prevalence, and 51% at 5%orange dotted lines
n Figure 1); above 50% prevalence, there is a growing excess in
alse-negatives along the FOR curve (e.g., at 75% prevalence 24% of
egative results are false-negativeorange dotted lines in Figure 1).
n the following text, we apply this to concrete situations to
llustrate how thinking about the risks of misdiagnosis can help us
avigate these complexities and choose the best test-for-purpose.

engue pre-vaccination test: putting specificity over sensitivity

(Figure 2A). People living in dengue-endemic areas are infected
ultiple times during their lives; the second infection may be

more severe and potentially life-threatening. The current dengue
vaccine carries a risk of severe dengue if given to dengue-naïve
individuals, so it should only be given to those with prior dengue
virus exposure (Weekly epidemiological record, 2016). In a dengue
vaccination programme, all vaccination candidates should first be
tested serologically, with an overriding concern not to vaccinate
dengue-naïve individuals. To avoid the risk of harming people (and
undermining the vaccination programme), a test must be highly
specific to avoid false-positives. Meanwhile, health systems also
seek to maximise the effectiveness of vaccination programmes at
the individual and community level and reduce the risk of
excluding subjects who would benefit from a vaccine (false-
negatives).

These 2 risks, however, have unequal weights, and thus
decision-makers might consider asymmetrical risk-management
parameters. This means designing or choosing tests with a
preference for specificity over sensitivity and being more

igure 1. False detection rate (FDR) and false omission rate (FOR) curves for a test with 90% sensitivity and 95% specificity for disease prevalence range of 0%–100%, and fitness
rackets when accepting no more than 10% false-positives and 10% false-negatives. FDR is 1-PPV (Positive Predictive Value), where PPV is calculated as = Se � P/ Se � P + (1-Sp) �
1-P); and FOR is 1-NPV (Negative Predictive Value), where NPV is calculated as = Sp � (1-P) / (1-Se) � P + Sp � (1-P). Where Se = Sensitivity; Sp = Specificity; P = Prevalence.
igure 2. Panel A: Fitness brackets for dengue pre-vaccination screening test; Panel B: Fitness brackets for Covid-19 tests: 1) Test meeting World Health Organisation
inimum criteria; 2) Examples from foundatin for innovative new diagnostics (FIND) evaluation of SARS-CoV-2 antigen detecting tests: Abbott Panbio Covid-19 antigen test
asopharyngeal (best specificity); and Bionote NowCheck Covid-19 antigen test nasopharyngeal (best sensitivity/specificity).
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concerned with FDR (false-positives) than FOR (false-negatives),
especially where dengue prevalence is lower. To safely deliver the
vaccine, test specificity as close to 100% is required; sensitivity
plays a very minor role. With 99% specificity and accepting the risk
that 1/10 positives may be a false-positive (10% FDR), the test is fit-
for-purpose when the prevalence of dengue infection in the
population to be vaccinated is at least 11%, 10% or 9% when test
sensitivity is 75%, 85% or 95%, respectively. If instead, we are more
conservative and only accept 1 false-positive in 20 positives (5%
FDR), our test will only be suited above 19%, 17% or 16% prevalence
when test sensitivity is 75%, 85% or 95%, respectively. Unequal risk
tolerance translates into asymmetric fitness brackets that would,
for instance, accept false-negative rates of 80% (FOR 20%).

An efficient dengue vaccination programme requires point-of-
care rapid diagnostic tests (RDTs) that are cheap and easy to deploy
but might be lower performing than laboratory-based methods
(DiazGranados et al., 2020). Additional risk-management and
minimization measures may therefore be required when preva-
lence falls outside the test’s fitness brackets. One example would
be a 2-step approach, whereby those testing positive on the first
screening undergo a second, test with the same or a more specific
confirmatory diagnostic. Alternatively, different screening strate-
gies could be applied depending on the background prevalence of
infection in the target population.

Covid-19 testing: different use-cases require different types of
tests

(Figure 2B) Active infection (presence of viral RNA or antigen) is
detected to identify Covid-19 cases for case management, to reduce
transmission (e.g., self-isolation, contact tracing, travel restric-
tions), or to measure the efficacy of public health interventions
(Boehme et al., 2021). Such a wide range of use-cases makes it
difficult for any test to meet all the required criteria.

Molecular tests detecting viral RNA via polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) are the gold standard. However, they have limited
deployability, require laboratory equipment, are relatively expen-
sive, and have limited throughput. Growing numbers of point-of-
care antigen-based RDTs (Ag-RDT) are becoming available, though
these are generally less sensitive and specific (Test directory - FIND
(finddx.org), 2021). The World Health Organization (WHO)
recommends that Ag-RDTs be at least 80% sensitive and 97%
specific (World Health Organization, 2020).

How will such tests perform? The proportion of swabs testing
positive with PCR (considered a proxy for prevalence) has a range
of 15%–35% (or more) at the peak of an outbreak wave to 1% in-
between waves. If the required FDR and FOR are set at <10%, a test
meeting WHO criteria will have narrow fitness brackets between
25%–36% prevalence, meaning it will be fit-for-purpose to detect
symptomatic cases in the middle of an outbreak but only narrowly
so.

What does risk management outside the fitness brackets of this
test entail? Below 25% prevalence, the proportion of false-positives
rapidly increases to, for instance, 25%, 55% and 79% at 10%, 3% and
1% prevalence, respectively. A risk-management approach might
be to apply asymmetrical brackets and accept a higher risk of false-
positives by extending the FDR to, say, 25% (i.e., 1 out of every 4
positive tests could actually be negative), which makes this test fit-
for-purpose down to 10% prevalence, if a more specific test is not
available.

rates). The consequences of misdiagnosing would fall on individu-
als (e.g., inappropriately not allowed to travel, having to self-
confine). However, over-diagnosing a condition is a trade-off
decision-makers might consider when finding every positive case
is deemed essential (sensitivity primes). In situations where
prevalence is below the fitness brackets, the risk of false-positives
might be mitigated by highly specific Ag-RDTs (example provided
in Figure 2B) or a 2-step approach with confirmatory PCR test for
each RDT-positive result (Peeling et al., 2021a) or using clinical
algorithms.

Above 36% prevalence, the risk is missing cases, i.e., a patient
may not receive the correct treatment, will not isolate and might
infect others (e.g., 25% false-negatives at 62% prevalence). At such
high prevalence, e.g., at the peak of a pandemic wave, the highest
sensitivity is required, such as a highly sensitive Ag-RDT (example
in Figure 2B) or PCR (World Health Organization, 2020).

For comparison, medicines and healthcare products regulatory
agency, UK (MHRA’s) (Anon, 2021) ‘acceptable’ criteria are >80%
sensitivity, >95% specificity, and ‘desired’ are >97% and >99%. The
former will be fit-for-purpose only at 35% prevalence; allowing
greater tolerance for false-positives (e.g., FDR 25%) will extend its
use to 16% prevalence. In contrast, a test meeting ‘desired’ criteria
will be fit-for-purpose between 8%–80% prevalence, well-adapted
to almost all situations.

Risk mitigation includes using and adapting diagnostic
algorithms to different tests and risk categories, also accounting
for the time in the course of the disease at which the test is
conducted (Africa Centres for Disease Control and Prevention
(Africa CDC), 2021; Salvatore et al., 2021; Boum et al., 2021; Peeling
and Olliaro, 2021).

Estimating true prevalence

The proposed approach requires an understanding of the true
prevalence of the condition of interest. Prevalence may not be
known, especially in low-resource settings and in the early stages
of an outbreak, and may change over time. One needs not to know
the exact prevalence initially but can proceed stepwise to refine
the strategy as data accumulate. It is also possible to estimate true
prevalence from apparent prevalence obtained with a test of
known sensitivity and specificity (Rogan and Gladen, 1978).
Bayesian models and online calculators are also available.

Initially, one can define risk categories based on the FDR and
FOR slopes, depending on the use-case, and refine as knowledge
increases. Dengue vaccination campaigns could be preceded by a
cross-sectional survey in the target population to determine
seroprevalence level. For Covid-19, while the prevalence varies
across different groups, e.g., symptomatic patients, contacts, or
asymptomatics, one can start operating on case scenarios within
broad prevalence categories as shown in this paper and elsewhere
(Peeling et al., 2021b). In both cases, the estimate of true
prevalence can be adjusted, allowing for test accuracy using one
of the abovementioned methods.

Conclusions

While diagnostics are commonly judged for their capacity to
identify cases from non-cases, the frequency and consequences of
misdiagnosis should inform whether a test is fit-for-purpose for
which use-case.
Depending on screening policies and use-case, prevalence can
be <10% even during outbreak waves. Lower still if, for example,
screening in-between outbreaks for population-wide cross-sec-
tional surveys or triaging to allow people to travel or go to work or
school. These situations are outside the test’s fitness brackets, thus
providing unreliable information (unacceptable false-positive
384
The examples provided in this paper illustrate how basic risk
analysis steps apply to diagnostic test assessment: identifying the
risk; measuring the probability of the risk occurring; quantitating
its impact; deciding how to treat it. The specific challenge with
diagnostics is that risks pull in opposite directions for false-
positive and false-negative results, meaning that one must decide
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n inherent trade-offs between greater specificity or sensitivity,
epending on the use-case and seriousness of risks.
As proposed here, defining ‘fitness brackets’ is an expression of

isk acceptance, informing decisions on what test to choose. The
rackets can be asymmetrical depending on the significance of the
onsequences of either under- or over-diagnosing a condition,
hich will inform the type of risk-mitigation measures. Ideally,
his public health level perspective should be applied in the
iagnostic test design phase (when defining the target product
rofile) and certainly when choosing which test to deploy for
hich purpose from among available tests.
Importantly, to minimise the risks of misdiagnosis, decision-

akers should consider diagnostic strategies, such as 2-step
esting algorithms, including repeat testing, when prevalence is
eyond the inherent limitations of any single test. Such strategies
ould effectively broaden the range of applicability of testing as a
ublic health intervention.
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